1* Introduction* Ever since the derivation of the law of refraction light by Pierre Fermat in 1662, the one-dimensional problem ( 
1.1)
\ ω(x, y, z)Vdx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 > Extreme has been of great interest. According to Fermat's principle, this variational problem governs the propagation of light in an isotropic but inhomogeneous medium where v = l/o) is the velocity of the light particle. On the other hand, the motion of a mass particle in a conservative force field grad U can also be described by an extremal problem (1.1) where ω~\/2(U + h), according to Maupertuis' principle of least action as it has been formulated by Jacobi.
As is well known, the modern history of calculus of variations started with the brachystochrone, the problem of quickest descent, proposed by John Bernoulli in 1696 [2] . It consists in minimizing the integral (1.2) S --jLl/cte 2 + dz 2 iv z which is a special case of the integral In particular, he dealt with the cases ω(x, z) = 1, l/l/~άΓ, xz, x n , (x 2 + z 2 ) n , z n jz m , X + z. An excellent discussion of these and of other important examples can be found in the well known lectures by Bolza [5] .
The integral (1.4) ί z Vdx 2 + dz 2 , z > 0 , leads to the celebrated problem, to determine the surfaces of revolu-248 R. BUHME, S. HILDEBRANDT, AND E. TAUSCH tion minimizing area. The regular extremals of (1.4) are the catenaries z -a cosh They are closely related to the following isoperimetric problem: What are the curves of given length connecting two points P t and P 2 in the x, z-plane which have the lowest center of gravity? Introducing a Lagrange multiplier μ, one is led to the problem (1.5) ( (z + μ)Vdx 2 + dz 2 • min which, clearly, can be reduced to the minimization of (1.4). Thus the catenary describes also the equilibrium position of a heavy chain. The two-dimensional analogue has only recently found some interest although the nonparametric version (1.6) I ω(x, y, z)Vl + z\ + z\ dxdy > min had already been considered by Jellett [16] in 1850. To our knowledge, the first existence results for (1.6) with nonconstant ω are due to Tausch [20] . Let us now consider the parametric problem (1.7) I α)(χ) \ι u x & I dudv > min
for £ = %(u, v) -(x(u, v) f y(u, v), z(u, v)).
Introducing conformal parameters, u, v, we have while in general, Hence, we may replace (1.7) by the Plateau problem for the generalized Dirichlet integral (1.8) belonging to the special metric (1.9) ds 2 -ft)(s)|ώϊ| 2 -ω(${dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 } .
It is a special case of the Dirichlet integral THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALOGUE OF THE CATENARY 249 (1.10) J &i(E){a&»ί + x\x{}dudv .
The Plateau problem for this functional has been solved by Morrey [18] (cf. also [19] and [15] ) for a fairly large class of positive definite metrics
The conformality relations associated with (1.10) are
However, for important examples, the metric ds 2 is only semidefinite, or even indefinite. For instance, the two-dimensional analogue of the catenary problem (1.4) leads to
To get a regular problem we have to restrict the surfaces to the upper half space {z > 0}. That is, we have to minimize (1.8) or (1.10) under Plateau boundary conditions as well as under obstacle conditions. A general approach to obstacle problems for (1.10) has been given in [21] , [15] , [13] , and [14] . In the present paper, we shall treat obstacle problems for (1.8), and, in more detail, the obstacle problem z > 0 for (1.13).
Professor Frei Otto suggested to us the following isoperimetric problem: Let Γ be a prescribed Jordan curve in 22 s . Determine a surface of given area spanning Γ 7 , which has minimal potential energy under gravitational forces, that is, a surface having the lowest center of gravity.
Hence, we look for a mapping £: έ%f -> R 3 of the closure of the unit disc in a u, -y-plane into R\ which maps d& monotonicly onto Γ, such that which, by an obvious coordinate transformation, leads us to the problem (1.13).
In the following, we shall concentrate on the discussion of this variational problem which, according to a remark by Professor Frei Otto, will be of importance for the construction of "perfect domes." We wish to thank him for proposing this question to us. Furthermore, we are very grateful to Prof. Ernst Holder, who drew our attention to the variational problem (1.7) and to the formula (2.13), which had been derived for the nonparametric case by Jellet [16] . The analogue for the one-dimensional problem (1.3) is due to Gauβ (cf. [4] , pp. 84-85).
Outline of the paper. In §2, we discuss the Euler equations for the variational integral (1.16) In §3, we list the existence and regularity results for the solutions of the Plateau problem for (1.16) with an obstacle as additional side condition. A variant of the maximum principle due to Chicco is presented.
In the following three sections, various inclusion theorems for the solutions of obstacle problems for (1.17) are derived. These inclusion theorems yield conditions guaranteeing that the solution surfaces do not touch the boundary of the obstacle, and thus that they satisfy the Euler equations of (1.17) at all points. Therefore, the solutions are the perfect two-dimensional analogues of the catenaries. Combining the variational approach with a constructive method, say, with the finite element method, it should be possible to compute the solutions. The inclusion theorems yield a general impression of the shape of the solution surfaces. Most of the inclusion results are derived from Chicco's maximum principle, except for the results of §6 which are based on a technique due to Allard [1] , and Michael and Simon [17] .
We conclude our discussion with a remark on "perfect domes."
For useful suggestions and remarks, we wish to thank professors E. Giusti 
For the sake of simplicity, we write ω instead of α)Qc) or ω°;r, similarly ω r instead of ω\ι) or ω'o£ f etc., whenever no misunderstanding can occur. Equation (2.1) is equivalent to On account of (2.6), equation (2.12) shows that the extremals £ = %(u, v) of (1.8) are surfaces with mean curvature (2.13) J%f(ι) = i-fcfe) 31 = i-A log α> .
Hence, we have the following interpretations of (2.1): ( i ) The extremals of (1.8) are minimal surfaces with respect to the metric (1.9).
(ii) The extremals of (1.8) are surfaces having the mean curvature (2.13) depending on the position vector £ as well as on the surface normal 9ΐ.
According to these two interpretations, different maximum principles can be derived. 
In addition, if J3ίΓ is quasiregular (cf. [15]), each solution of ^β(Γ) is Holder continuous on &, and continuous on &.
Proof. The result can be proved by a technique due to Morrey. A complete proof is presented in [15] , in particular, pp. 198-200. THEOREM 9 for all s e [1, oo) , and for all αe(0, 1).
// J'Γ' is a quasiregular set of class C\ each solution of §β(Γ) is of class Hϊ Λoc d &>"{&, R*)
Proof. Cf. [13, 14, 20] . [11] can be applied.
In the following, we suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied. For a solution j of SβCΓ), we introduce the "touching set" 254 R. BϋHME, S. HILDEBRANDT, AND E. TAUSCH = {(u, v) e &\ ι(u, v) e which is mapped by j onto the boundary of J%~ and its open complement which is mapped into iτ On ^, j(w, v) satisfies the Euler equation
or, equivalently,
But on Jy~, ιiu, v) satisfies a.e. the equation Clearly, the third equation of (4.6) implies that z is subharmonic on έ%? whence Furthermore, let us introduce
which is the orthogonal projection of χ(u, v) onto the plane {z = 0}. Then, (4.9) becomes
and, secondly, we infer from (4.5) that To be somewhat more systematic we shall investigate for which <7 Every R > 0 is admissible but a very good choice will be This is the largest radius such that int B R (ι 0 ) c {z > ε}, whence is empty, and j:(^, v) satisfies (4.29) on έ%. , c int (
Then, Assume now, that the interior of i^(£o) is contained in the open half space {z > ε} which can always be achieved by appropriate choice of the parameters ε, c, z Q , R. Then z(u, v) > ε on έ%', and the set of coincidence J7~ is empty. Therefore, %(u, v) is real analytic in &, and it satisfies the Euler equations and the conformality relations
Moreover, ^7~ is empty and %{u, v) satisfies (4.19) if int ^fc) c {^ > ε}. Remark concerning the proof. The same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 6 applies. Because of the asymptotic expansion of % (u, v) in the neighborhood of regular or branch points, j(w, v) cannot fall below the "vertex" j*.
Further maximum principles can be obtained by Hildebrandt [12] , Theorem 8, where ι(u, v) can either be interpreted as minimal surface in the Riemannian manifold R\ and ds 2 ~ z{dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 }, R% = R*Γ\{z> 0}, or as J^-surface in the euclidean space E\ <%f defined by (2.13). This technique yields, for instance, the following result the proof of which will be omitted. (ii) Another maximum principle (functioning already for harmonic maps with obstacles) is contained in Hildebrandt-Kaul [15] , Lemma 9, Theorems 8 and 9, pp. 217-221. Here we consider j(w, v) as minimal surface with respect to the metric ds 2 -z {dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 } which has been extensively studied. The geodesies are parabolae, and the geodesic balls (used in [15] for the maximum principle) are explicitely determined, cf. [10] , and, in particular Darboux [7] . However, we have not worked out details.
REMARK. In view of Gulliver's theorem in [9] , a solution of the Plateau problem has no interior branch points if it does not touch {z = ε}, the boundary of the obstacle.
Two further methods to obtain inclusion theorems will be presented in § §5 and 6. The first one is a refinement of the technique used in this section, while the second one is based on an application of some isoperimetric inequality. However, this integral is the nonparametric counterpart of (5.2).
This observation suggests that the upper part of the cone {j: z 2 j i> |r -r o | 2 } forms a domain of inclusion for the variational problem SβCΓ).-This is in fact true. Since the cone has an unpleasant singularity in its vertex x 0 we perfer to look at the upper sheet Sί e2 = s_ ε2 n {z ^ 0} of the two-sheeted solid hyperboloid
The reasoning is similar to the one used in §4 but more elaborate. We begin with two observations which can be considered as a refinement of the inequality 
+ 4) + (yl + zl) + (xl -a£)} -4^x|
Thus, the lemma is proved. The construction of the functions a and 6 will be carried out in four steps.
First, we observe that (u, v) are to be determined later on. Then
If ^ + ^2 _ 0> we have |F^| 2 = 0, on account of (5.6). Choosing 
L -C
Let us put off the proof of this inequality for the moment, and choose Proof, (i) is an obvious consequence of the manifold structure of JF" at ξ. (ii) is a very special case of an important Sobolev type inequality due to Michael and Simon [17] . A variant of this estimate was first derived by Allard [1] . (iii) follows immediately from (ii) by integration. LEMMA 7^ tends uniformly to the mean curvature of _^, as ^l tends to ά^, at least, if q is sufficiently large. Lemma 7, (iii) applies to each of the ^7, and, by passing to the limit, we obtain (6.1).
Suppose now that Γ is a closed regular Jordan curve Jϊ 3 of class G-f, 0 < β < 1, which is contained in the slab 
